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SERVICE MANUAL 4501 

CALIBRATION TABLES AND SERVICE 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR STYLE KP RELAYS 

FOR LOCOMOTIVE CONTROL SERVICE 
(Special for Electro-Motive Division, 

General Motors Corporation) 

This service specification covers the necessary information for the adjustment and 
calibration of Style KP plug-in type polar biased relays when taken out of service 
and returned to the shop for overhaul. For KP relays for service other than loco
motive control see Service Specification 3623. 

Adjustment and calibration values are given in the tabulation at the end of this 
specification. 

MAINTENANCE & INSPECTION 

The rugged physical design of the KP relay, forming a fully enclosed housing with 
all contacts moulded in bakelite, was provided to maintain the maximum permanence 
of adjustments with the minimum of maintenance. 

Since the KP relay is used in a circuit provided with a spark protective device, 
contacts should require little special attention. 

The normal inspection should include primarily; (a), a check of calibration values 
at regular intervals; and (b), observation of the general condition of the relay 
operating parts visible through the cover glass to ensure that the spark protective 
features are functioning. 

The biased relays, used in the locomotive control circuits should have a calibration 
check probably at least twice a year initially, with subsequent checks gauged by 
results of previous records. 

RECALIBRATION 

Another advantage obtained by moulding the contact members directly in bakelite, in 
addition to the reduction of the number of assembled parts and the permanence of 
mounting, is that the accuracy of the basic relationship of these parts is governed 
by the mould dimensions rather than by subsequent bending of the contact elements. 
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Accordingly, the only bending of contact elements required is that associated 
with the minor variables incident to the original assembly of the relay, or 
the slight bending involved in.recalibration of the relay to recover the origi~ 
nal rating. 

' 
When necessary to recalibrate the relay all bending of contact elements should 
be restricted to the heavier semi-rigid contact fingers. The straight flexible 
contact springs should not be bent. 

All adjustments should be performed in such manner as to leave the minimum 
amount of tension or fiber stress in the brass contact fingers; namely, by 
slightly over stressing in the direction of the adjustment and counter-stressing 
to the final adjustment position, etc., _thereby neutralizing the tendency 
towards further change in service. 

The armature stroke at which contacts should just make or break is the basis 
used for all contact adjustments. 

The contact elements and armature strokes have been so designed that correct 
contact pressures and gaps will result when contact make and break points are 
properly set. No leaf or gram gauges are used in these adjustments. 

A tool has been designed for inserting in the magnetic gaps to lock the arma
ture in the midposition for checking or adjusting the contacts of the Style 
KP relays. The reference for this tool is Pc. 243000, Dwg. ~-2586-Sh. 65. 

Two armature positioning tools are required for adjusting the relay, one for 
locking each end of the armature into the correct stroke position. 

For checking, insert the prongs of the tools through the magnetic gaps ihto 
the coil spools and press firmly into position until all armature play is 
taken up. 

With tools in place check contacts for "make" and "break" adjustment. 

Contacts should be just on the point of making in this position; i.e., between 
a barely visible gap to the point of just making contact. All contacts can be 
checked with one setting of the tools. 

CALIBRATION TABLES 

KP relay calibrations should be checked by using the calibration circuit and 
equipment shown in Fig. 1. The calibration values should be taken on each 
coil separately in accordance with the tabulation at the end of this specifi
cation • 

. The relay should first be charged at normal polarity to approximately four 
times maximum pick-up value, and the current then gradually reduced until the 
relay releases to determine the release value. Open the circuit momentarily, 
and then close it and gradually increase the current until the relay closes 
its front contacts to determine the pick-up value. Further increase the 
current, if necessary, until the armature core pins touch the pole pieces to 
determine the full-stroke value. 
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Figure 1 

Positive polarity applied to the left hand terminal of either coil will rotate 
the armature clockwise into the normal position. The armature will return to 
the reverse P?Sition due to absence of energy. 

U.S. & S. Co. 
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Number 

262574 

270622 

KP POLAR BIASED TYPE RELAYS 

E.-M.D. Reference: Part 8112833 
2 Normal - 2 Reverse Independent Contacts 

Contact Opening - Approx. -0.030 Inch 

Milliamperes 
Code Relay Coils Pick-Up Release 

Number Loca- Ohms Contacts Full Contacts Full 
(for indexing) tiori Res. Make Stroke Stroke 

Max. Min. Max. Max. Min Min. 

34567 
Upper 700 7. l 6.0 7.7 2.3 
Lower 700 7.1 6.0 7.7 2.3 

34567 
Upper 400 9.2 7.6 9.9 2.9 
Lower 400 9.2 7.6 9.9 2.0 

The make or break adjustment position of all four contacts (2 normal and 2 
reverse) of relays in the above table is the midstroke position of the armature. 

With armature in midstroke position all four contacts should be just on the 
point of making. 

If there is more than approximately 0.001 inch opening (just a visible gap) 
it should be reduced until the gap is barely visible. This adjustment should 
be produced on all four contacts. 

In no case should the normal and reverse contact adjustments overlap. They 
should either just make at the same point or be slightly open. 
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